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WHAT IS A GAMES MASTER? 
As the Gamers Master, it’s your role to keep the game running 
and fun for both players. You’re an unbiased party, there to 
create the story of the game, call out rules and dice rolls needed, 
give players options and hint at the overarching story. But 
also – as this is a narrative game – you should feel free to make 
up events, incidents and conditions that will help the game 
and make it more exciting! In this Briefing, you’ll find a host 
of examples that we used for our battle on Battle Report on 
Warhammer+, which you can use in your game. You should also 
feel free to come up with more for your game – the only priority 
here is all three players having a great time! 

Read the following both players:

Rynn’s World, the home world of the Crimson Fists, has been 
invaded by a huge Ork WAAAGH! led by Warboss Snagrod, 
the Arch-Arsonist of Charadon. The planet’s defences scrambled 
to repel the Orks, but millions lie slaughtered in the greenskins’ 
warpath. New Rynn City, the largest population hub on the planet 
is a war-torn ruin, and Arx Tyrannus, the fortress-monastery of 
the Crimson Fists has been destroyed after a catastrophic misfire 
of a planetary defence missile. As things look bleak, Pedro Kantor, 
commander of the Crimson Fists, leads a small group of surviving 
Space Marines to the ruins of the city. They have taken refuge in 
the ruins of a jadeberry farm, some 5 kilometres from the city, as 
night begins to fall. But Kantor receives word of incoming xenos – 
a small Ork patrol is headed their way. The Space Marines ready 
themselves to defend their position to the last… 

Read the following Mission Briefings to the relevant player, in 
secret of one another!

MISSION BRIEFING –  
SPACE MARINES
You are Pedro Kantor, famed Commander of the Crimson Fists 
Space Marines. You lead a task force towards the ruins of New 
Rynn City on your home planet of Rynn’s World, where a huge 
Ork invasion is underway. You may well be the last remaining 
Crimson Fists on the planet. The smoking remains of Arx 
Tyrannus, your fortress-monastery, lies behind you and you 
must keep moving forwards. As night begins to fall, you take 
up defensive positions in a ruined jadeberry farm. But Sergeant 
Mateo’s auspex starts to blink – xenos signatures – and they’re 
approaching fast. You must defend yourselves and survive at 
all costs! 

As the Space Marines player, your objectives are: 

•  Kill all the Orks
•  Keep as many of your Space Marines alive as possible until 

the end of the battle 

MISSION BRIEFING – ORKS
Yoo are Thrugg Bullneck, a big bad boss amidst da ranks of Waaagh! 
Snagrod. Yoo’z been sent down to dis ‘umie planet to do some 
krumpin’ and stompin’ and claim it for Snagrod and da Charadon 
Ork Empire. About five dayz ago yoo woz part of a warband dat 
smashed up dis farm good n’ proppa. While yoo woz here, yoo found 
a massive bag of shiny joolz, but to keep it safe from any thievin’ gitz 
yoo buried it here… somewhere… 

Now, while da Warboss ain’t lookin’, yoo’z taken a handful of yer best 
ladz on a night raid to find da joolz and take ‘em back. Coz yoo’z 
ded kunnin’, yoo ain’t told any uvver Orkz about dis, except yer most 
trusted Nob, Hruk. But as yoo come over da big hill, yoo’z realised da 
farm is full o’ beakies! Time to get da choppas out an’ get krumpin! 
No stinkin’ ‘umie is gunna nick yer precious loot! 

As the Ork player, your objectives are: 

•  Kill all the Space Marines
•  Find the shiny jewels and hang on to them
•  Contact the Ork WAAAGH! and tell them to  

send reinforcements 

Designer’s Note: To really get the most out of this game, 
this document should only be read by the player taking the 
role of Games Master! Keeping things secret from the players 
throughout the game adds to the mystery and intrigue and 
really helps tell the story! 
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BURIED TREASURE
As part of the mission, the Ork player will ask how to search for 
the jewels once Thrugg or Hruk is within 3" of a potential Burial 
Site objective marker.

Let the Ork player know that they must pass an Intelligence test 
(see the mission special rules). If the test is passed, they find 
the jewels! Place a Jewel marker with that model. If a model 
carrying a Jewel marker is slain, before removing it from the 
battlefield, place the Jewel marker on the battlefield floor within 
1" of the model. A Jewel marker can be picked up if either 
Thrugg or Hruk move within 1" of it. 

If the Intelligence test is failed, roll a D6 and consult the Not-so 
Buried Treasure table.

EVENTS
At the beginning of each battle round, roll 2D6 and consult the 
Battle Round Events table in secret. Then read the background 
primer to the players; you don’t need to tell them the effects of 
the condition until it comes into play – it’s always best to keep a 
little mystery…

BATTLE ROUND EVENTS
2D6 EFFECT

2

Acid Rain 
As the remains of New Rynn City burns in the distance, the 
very clouds boil with toxic substances. Acid rain begins to fall 
around the farmstead. 
Until the end of the battle round, each time a model makes 
an attack, improve the Armour Penetration characteristic of 
that attack by 1. 

3

Artillery Strike
A distant whistling gets louder as stray Ork artillery, clearly 
fired by some mad Mek, begins landing in the farm. 
Until the end of the battle round, units must pass a Cool test 
to move away from any form of cover. If they fail, they must 
stay where they are or move within the cover they are in. 

4

Power Surge
From Bultha’s Rise, you hear a loud humming as the 
generator starts to thrum with unstable power. Whatever you 
do, get away from that power generator… now! 
At the end of the battle round, any unit within 18" of the 
power generator takes D6 hits with a Strength characteristic 
of 5, Armour Penetration characteristic of 0, and Damage 
characteristic of 1. 

5

Overwhelming Waaagh! Energy!
As the battle cries of the approaching Ork horde resound 
around the farm, the Space Marines risk being overwhelmed 
by pulsating Waaagh! energy!
Until the end of the battle round, Space Marine units must 
pass a Willpower test to move, shoot or charge. 

6

Wild Grox
A wild grox has escaped from the farmstead! The ferocious 
animal must be subdued immediately.
Set up a wild grox model (see left) anywhere on the 
battlefield within the Space Marines Deployment Zone.
Designer’s Note: A Grox is a bad-tempered reptilian beast. 
Use any suitable model on a 40mm round base to represent 
it.

7-8

Jadeberry Spores
As the wind blows through the orchard, a cloud of jadeberry 
spores surrounds the farm, seriously reducing visibility.
Until the end of this battle round, each time a model makes a 
ranged attack, it cannot target a unit more than 6" away. 

9-10

Waaagh!
The Orks are whipped into battle frenzy and crave a good 
fight more than anything!
Until the end of this battle round:
 Orks units are eligible to charge in a turn in which they can 
Advanced. 

11-12

For the Emperor!
Spurred on by their fanatical devotion to the Emperor, the 
Space Marines of the Crimson Fists fight ever harder to 
defend themselves.
For this battle round, the range of Pedro Kantor’s Rites of 
Battle aura is considered to be the whole table. 

BATTLE ROUND EVENTS
D6 EFFECT

1-2
Nuffin’ ‘ere, Boss!
You’ve found nothing but a pile of empty rags and old boxes. 

3-4
Booby Trap!
A trap left by the farmers explodes in your face! The model 
that attempted the search suffers 1 mortal wound. 

5-6

‘Orrible Monster! 
You’ve uncovered the lair of some foul beast who has made 
a nest in the ruins of the farm. Take a Cool test. If you fail, the 
model that attempted the search suffers D3 mortal wounds. 

WILD GROX
Name M WS BS S T W A Ld Sv
Wild Grox 2D6" 3+ - 5 4 3 3 10 6+

A Wild Grox is equipped with: vicious strike.

WEAPON RANGE TYPE S AP D ABILITIES
Vicious 
strike Melee Melee User -1 1 -

ABILITIES
Wild Behaviour: Each Command phase, this model makes 
a Normal Move in a random direction. This can allow it to 
move within Engagement Range of other units. Each time it 
moves through another unit, it fights that unit as if it were the 
Fight phase.
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INCIDENTS
As the GM, you are empowered to come up with unique, 
fun special rules that relate to the scenario that you can drop 
in whenever you want. You can use these incidents ad hoc, 
whenever you want to affect the game. Remember – keep the 
game fair and fun! 

Here’s a few we came up with for our game on Battle Report on 
Warhammer+; feel free to try these out or come up with them 
by yourself. Remember – keep them secret from the players 
until they are revealed!

INCIDENT WHEN TO USE EFFECT 

Get Your Heads Down!
As a unit is declared the target of  
a shooting attack

Ask the player if they would like to make a Cool test. If they do and it is passed, 
until the end of the phase, each time a model in that unit would lose a wound, roll 
one D6: on a 4+, that wound is not lost. That unit must Remain Stationary in their 
next Movement phase. 

Jadeberry Stash As a unit goes near the trailer full of jadeberries Ask the player to roll a D6. On a 3+, that unit can recover up to D3 lost wounds.

Fire Overwatch When an unengaged unit is charged
The targeted unit resolves a normal shooting attack, but an unmodified hit roll 
of 6 is always required for a successful hit roll, irrespective of the firing model’s 
Ballistic skill or any hit roll modifiers.

Grot Orderly
In the Ork player’s Command phase if either 
Thrugg or Hruk are wounded

Ask the player to make a Cool test. If passed, one of those models regains up to 
D3 lost wounds.

For Dorn and  
the Emperor!

When Pedro Kantor is destroyed for the  
first time

Ask the Space Marines player to make a Will test. If passed, the Space Marines 
player can set Pedro Kantor back up on the battlefield within 3" of where they 
were destroyed with D3 wounds remaining.

Dawn breaks
Towards the end of the game in later battle 
rounds (use if Orks have done particularly well)

The Night Fighting mission rule is no longer in effect.

Ammo Cache Found
Later in the game (use if the Space Marines  
are struggling)

Ask the Space Marines player to make an Intelligence test with any Tactical 
Squad unit within the farm complex. If passed, the Low on Ammo Mission rule is 
no longer in effect.

Thick Woodland
When a unit is moving through the  
Jadeberry Orchard

Half the Move characteristic of models in that unit, and subtract 3 from charge 
rolls made for it.

Leggit! When an Orks unit is selected to Advance
Ask the player to make a Cool test. If passed, that player does not make an 
Advance roll. Instead, until the end of the phase, they add 6" to the Move 
characteristic of models in that unit.

Disciplined Retreat
When an Adeptus Astartes unit is selected 
to Fall Back

Ask the Space Marine player to make a Cool test. If passed, until the end of the 
turn, that unit is eligible to shoot in a turn in which it Fell Back.

Counter-offensive
In the Fight phase, after the first unit has 
fought

Ask a player to select a unit in engagement range of enemy models that has not 
fought yet this phase. If passed, allow them to interrupt the combat sequence 
and fight next with that unit.

Hold the Line
When a Space Marines unit within the confines 
of the farm is declared as a target of a charge

Ask the Space Marines player to make a Willpower test for the unit being 
charged.  If passed, add 1 to the Attacks characteristic to models in that unit.

VICTORY POINTS 
Victory points are awarded at the end of the game. Keep this 
secret from the players. Players score as follows: 

SPACE MARINES 
Survival: Score 1 Victory point for each Tactical Squad Space 
Marine still on the table. Score 5 Victory points if Pedro Kantor 
is still on the battlefield. 

Suffer Not the Xenos to Live: Score 3 Victory points if there are 
no Orks models left on the battlefield. Score a further 2 Victory 
points if all Ork models were slain, and none were removed as 
the result of failed Morale or Combat Attrition tests. 

ORKS 
Watch Out, Lads!: Score 0.5 Victory points for each Ork Boy 
still on the battlefield. Score 2 Victory points for each Boss Nob 
or Hruk still on the battlefield. Score 3 Victory points if Thrugg 
Bullneck is still on the battlefield. 

Get Da Loot!: Score 5 Victory points Thrugg Bullneck or Hruk 
have a Jewel marker, and that model is still on the battlefield. 

Krump ’Em Good!: Score 3 Victory points if there are no Space 
Marines left on the board. 

Call it in!: Score 2 Victory points when the Call Fer ‘Elp! 
Stratagem is used.
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